Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to study option pricing problems in the Chinese market based on the Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model, compare the theoretical prices and the actual price and analyze the reason of the difference. It calculated the BS theoretical price of Shanghai 50 ETF call options with different period to lay the foundation for adjusting the module. It selected 60 Shanghai 50 ETF options (forming 11675 sample data),to calculate the BS theoretical price. In the process of calculating the BS theoretical price, it utilized the Wind data and Equivalent substitution to reduce the workload reasonably. Then it use the least square method to analyze the degree of fitting of the BS model. According the result, we find that BS model can explain the actual price of Shanghai 50 ETF option in appropriately. Consequently, investor can estimate the option value on the basis of BS theoretical price in the Shanghai 50 ETF option market.
Modern options market formed in the 1970s, The oil crisis and shake of fixed exchange rate system triggered a global financial turmoil. In China, After the 1990s the convertible bonds, warrants, foreign exchange options and tools appeared. Then Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange, Shanghai Futures Exchange, and Dalian Commodity Exchange tried to adjust the system and technology. In 2011,the interbank market the yuan against the currency options occurred;3 years later, Sugar options occurred in Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange; and in 2015,Corn options (in Dalian Commodity Exchange ), gold option (in the Shanghai Gold Exchange) and the Shanghai ETF50 options (in Shanghai Stock Exchange), Shenzhen 100 ETF options (in Shenzhen Stock Exchange), China vanke (in Shenzhen Stock Exchange), Bishuiyuan options (in Shenzhen) and the gem ETF options ( in Shenzhen) was launched one after another. Main reason for launching options in our country is to win pricing power, reduce the risk of futures, spot investment opportunity and increase marketing activity. At present, China needs to improve the veriety of option, and cultivate more professional on option. Shanghai 50 ETF options appeared in 2015. Consequently, it's necessary to study the price regularity of Shanghai 50 ETF options through empirical research.
Releted Works
There are a variety of works about Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model, which classified into two categories: empirical research and theoretical research. In theoretical research, Fischer Black and Myron Scholes argued a groundbreaking research which is called Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model in1970s. However, due to the rigorous assumption, its application was always under restrictions. As a result, many scholar adjusted the model, for instance, Heston (1993) first come up with SV model and Bates (1996) first raised SVJ model. Therefore, they can solve matters pointedly.
In empirical research, the interpret abilities of model are unlike in different cases, other adjustd BS model is not as good as the original BS model sometimes. Mingliang Chen (2006) studied baosteel warrants prices and found a serious shortage of the pricing precision of BS model due to the peak fat-tail distribution warrants, and tried to corrected the model for baosteel warrants. Bin Feng (2008) put forward that SV model and SVJ model have a more high precision than the BS model by empirical study in Hong Kong options market .Dingwei Huang(2009) VG model are more comfortable to describe the currency gains dynamic process than BS model via KS distance test and chi-square degree of fit test ,but he also put forward that VG model can't be used to study the martingale pricing problem of option. Yuankun Zhang(2014) demonstrated the effectiveness of BS model by calculating the CSI 300 index options. Xiaobin He(2015) analyzed the European and American options of S&P 100 index, and discovered that SV model is better than BS model, but the standard deviation of some parameters in SV model is a little biger. In the study of investment fund manager selection, Sydney D. Howell, Axel J. Jägle (2003) found that BS pricing efficiency is very high in the normal range, but the pricing efficiency of BS model is not so good in the start and end time.
As for the adjusted BS model, schoolars usually raised correction schemes by analyzing the character of sample data in order to increase the model validity. Mingliang Chen(2006) 
Empirical Research of BS Model about Shanghai 50 ETF Options
The Assumption and Formula of BS Model. Initial BS option pricing model was used to prize the option of underlying stocks that have no dividend payments. And there are 6 assumption. ①The price of underlying stock subjects to Brownian motion. ②The risk-free interest rate is known and is a constant. ③There is no dividend payments; ④Investors can buy any number of the underlying stocks. ⑤The options belong to European option. ⑥There is no friction in the market. ①Data is from the Wind database, and r is annual risk-free rate of return. ②According to the existing research, call options and put options are the same in essence, so this paper study the call option only .③The duration of the Shanghai 50 ETF option range from 0.5 months to 7 months, so this paper select all kinds of option to analyze. ④The underlying share price is net value of HuaXia Shanghai 50 ETF fund. ⑤When it is near to the expiration, the liquidity of option will be very poor, so this paper eliminates the data which is less than four days before the maturity date.
To Calculate the BS Theoretical Price of Sample Data. According to the equivalent replaced BS model, we can get the BS theoretical price of sample data. In order to save the space, this paper demonstrate calculating result about one of Shanghai 50 ETF (code:10000015) in the table 1.
Test of Degree of Fit. After calculating the BS theoretical price of sample data, it use eviews software to test the degree of fit. And we can find the result in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3 . It is obvious that the degree of fit is R 
